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Developmental Hematopoiesis: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Medicine)Humana Press, 2004

	During the past few decades, technical and conceptual breakthroughs have led to a virtual revolution in developmental biology. In part through cross-species compa- sons and multidisciplinary approaches (combining, for example, classical embry- ogy, genetics, molecular biology, and systems biology), major questions have often been redefined...
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Birth of the Binge: Serial TV and the End of Leisure (Contemporary Approaches to Film and Media Series)Wayne State University Press, 2019

	
		Birth of the Binge: Serial TV and the End of Leisure describes and details serial television and "binge watching," the exceedingly popular form of contemporary television viewing that has come to dominance over the past decade. Author Dennis Broe looks at this practice of media consumption by suggesting that...
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DK Eyewitness Lisbon (Travel Guide)DK Travel, 2019

	Discover Europe's capital of cool

	

	Whether you want to explore the jumbled streets of Alfama, take in the fantastic views from Castelo de São Jorge, or simply sample the city's iconic custard tarts, your DK Eyewitness travel guide makes sure you experience all that Lisbon has to offer.

	

	As one...
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Practical C++ Programming, Second EditionO'Reilly, 2003
This book is devoted to practical C++ programming. It teaches you not only the mechanics of the language, but also style and debugging. The entire life cycle of a program is discussed, including conception, design, writing, debugging, release, documentation, maintenance, and revision. 

Style is emphasized....
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The Rise and Decline of the StateCambridge University Press, 1999
The state, which since the middle of the seventeenth century has been the most important and most characteristic of all moderninstitutions, is in decline. From Western Europe to Africa, either voluntarily or involuntarily, many existing states are either combining into larger communities or falling apart. Regardless of whether they fall apart or...
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Mrs. Lirriper's Lodgings [EasyRead Edition]Fictionwise, 2001
"Mrs. Lirriper's Lodging" unwaveringly presents Charles Dickens' idealistic approach. It tells the story of an affectionate, humanistic lady Mrs. Emma Lirriper. She has come out of the pit of suffering and distress with new optimistic vision. The story beautifully intertwines the themes of humanism, faith in the final outcome of human...
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Symbian OS C++ for Mobile PhonesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Programming Symbian OS is a key skill for mass market phone application development. Whether you are developing a
services for shipping mobile phones, or involved in pre-market mobile phone development, this book will help you unde
fundamental theory behind developing Symbian OS C++ code for constrained devices.

• A...
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PC Technician Street Smarts: A Real World Guide to CompTIA A+ SkillsSybex, 2006
Develop the skills you need in the real world
    
    Hit the ground running with the street-smart training you'll find in this practical book. Using a "year in the life" approach, it gives you an inside look at the common responsibilities of PC Technicians, with key information organized around the actual day-to-day tasks,...
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OSWorkflow: A guide for Java developers and architects to integrating open-source Business Process ManagementPackt Publishing, 2007
This book covers all aspects of OSWorkflow for Java developers and system architects, from basics of Business Process Management and installing OSWorkflow to developing complex Java applications and integrating this open-source Java workflow engine with the third-party components Drools for business rules, Quartz for task scheduling, and Pentaho...
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Programming .NET ComponentsO'Reilly, 2003
The introduction of the Microsoft® .NET framework not only brings developers a powerful, cohesive toolset for the development of new Windows and Web applications -- it also replaces COM as the technology of choice for building components on Windows platforms.  Components are the fundamental building blocks of .NET applications; they can both...
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Business Intelligence: Data Mining and Optimization for Decision MakingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Business intelligence is a broad category of applications and technologies for gathering, providing access to, and analyzing data for the purpose of helping enterprise users make better business decisions. The term implies having a comprehensive knowledge of all factors that affect a business, such as customers, competitors, business partners,...
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Joomla! 1.5x Customization: Make Your Site Adapt to Your NeedsPackt Publishing, 2009
Setting up a basic Joomla! Web site is easy; what comes next is hard and expensive - making the site do exactly what and look exactly how you want. With this book in hand, it is easy to adapt your site to bring your vision fully to life.

This book will help you to separate your site from the crowd of other Joomla! sites without having to...
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